Case Study
Epoxy Pipe RSE was right for the Davis’
The problem:
Tommy and Martha Ann Davis live in a traditional brick
home in Greenwood, SC. They experienced a leak in the wall
of a hall way in their home. After repairing that leak by cutting
a hole in the back of a closet, they had another leak pop the
next day. In a bad spot with a big Christmas gathering right
around the corner they decided to look at the Epoxy Process.
The Davis’ scheduled a free home inspection and after hearing
all the benefits of Epoxy Pipe they decided it was right for
them.
The solution:
The Epoxy Pipe crew arrived and started at the Davis
home. Mrs. Davis said, “I was surprised how quickly everything
got going and how clean the process was, which was huge for
me with my party only a week away.” “The Epoxy Pipe guys
were very professional and polite.” Mrs. Davis even left sausage
balls for the guys one morning, pretty cool huh! Mr. Davis
acknowledged that, “We thought the process was going to be
very complicated and time consuming but it turned out to be
quite simple.” This project was completed from start to finish in
less than 3 days. A standard repipe would have taken weeks. We
were happy to help the Davis’.

The analysis:
When asked what they thought were the
three biggest benefits of using Epoxy Pipe, “The
amount of time it took from start to finish, no
destruction to our home, and the cleanliness of
the entire project!” “We were very happy to work
with Epoxy Pipe as they were all friendly, prompt,
and professional.” Another happy and satisfied
Epoxy Pipe RSE customer! Call for your free home
evaluation and see if Epoxy Pipe is right for you.
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